Abstract-The new technological approaches bring us into the digital era, where data security is a part of our everyday lives. Nowadays cryptographic algorithms, which are also recommended by international security standards, are often developed for non-limited devices and they are not suitable for limited environments. This paper deals with a lightweight solution for the structure of big numbers, which should help with ordinary recommended cryptographic algorithms in limited devices. We introduce our lightweight structure and elementary algebra for cryptographic primitives based on non-limited OpenSSL library. Last but not least, we provide experimental measurements and verification on the real scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
We are living in the digital era [1] , where the security and cryptography is a part of our everyday lives. The cryptosystems are developed to ensure basic cryptographic function as i.e. Identification, Authentication, Authorization, Confidentiality, Integrity, Non-repudiation, Availability. Nowadays, most of the current cryptosystems are using the cryptographic primitives as i.e. cryptographic algorithms, hash functions, random generators and others. The mentioned keys are one of the most important parameters as they are determining the functional output of cryptographic algorithms. There are many international standards for these cryptographic primitives such as ENCRYPT, NIST, ANSSI, IAD-NSA, RFC, BSI and others [2] . These standards recommend among others the key length for several cryptographic algorithms (see Tab I, SM -Symmetric Cipher, FM -Factoring Modulus, DL -Discrete Logarithm, EC -Elliptic Curve).
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TABLE I RECOMMENDATION FOR KEY LENGTHS IN CRYPTOGRAPHIC ALGORITHMS
FOR 2020 [2] .
1472-3072 151-250 In the case of cryptographic algorithms, there are needs for computing over a finite set of integers Z m , where m is a big integer representing the set size. The final set of integers Z m forms from a set of integers Z by cumulating numbers with same remainder m. The remainder after division a by m (a/m) is referred as a mod m. Arithmetic operations made on the final set Z m are referred as a modular arithmetic. An example of such an operation i.e. addition of two numbers a and b in the set Z m , is (a + b) mod m. As mentioned, m will be considered to be size of 128 or 256 bits.
Considering the implementation of a cryptosystem on the computational system platforms with limited physical resources (limited from the point of memory, performance, etc.), there are no possibilities for using the elementary mathematical operations directly [3] . It is always necessary to divide these large numbers m into smaller blocks with a size of 16 or 32 bits and process them separately. Elementary operations such as addition or subtraction are required for solving a single instruction, but for big numbers, a more efficient algorithm is needed.
This article deals with real implementation of described complex algorithms on a limited microcontroller MSP430. The main aim of this paper is to present a possibility for implementation of a known, but computationally difficult methods, on a limited device. We introduce effective implementation for big number structures and elementary algebraic operations (Sec. II), followed by a description of our open lightweight library derived from OpenSSL functions (Sec. III). Further, we provide experimental measurements of this implementation (Sec. IV) with verification in the real environment and discussion of results (Sec. V). Last but not least, we summarised our approach and contribution (Sec. VI).
II. EFFECTIVE STRUCTURES FOR BIG NUMBERS
This section describes the representation of big numbers, elementary algebraic operations over big numbers with a clear introduction to the implementation process. The presented algorithms were used for the implementation and they were derived from algorithms mentioned in [4] . The bold style is used for the big numbers.
A. Big Number Representation
The position notation is one of the possible ways how to deal with the representation of big numbers. This system is characterised by its base. This base will be referred as b (base/radix). The most common position notation is decimal (b = 10). So, if we have p = 1234 b=10 then we can refer p as:
Very similar it will be also for binary number p = 1011 b=2 :
If we generalized equations 1 and 2 then we can refer p as:
where b is radix (b ∈ N), a n are digits (a ∈ {0, 1, ..., b − 1}), and n is length of number p. Further, we will define the least significant digit a 0 and most significant digit a n−1 . If b = 2 then a 0 is referred as least significant bit (LSB) and a n−1 most significant bit (MSB).
B. Elementary arithmetic with Big Numbers

1) Addition and Subtraction Function:
Addition and subtraction are the very elementary operations. We have two big numbers x and y with same length n, their addition w = x + y is described below by Algorithm 1 (addition) and their subtraction w = x − y in Algorithm 2. The is a carry bit in case of register overflow. In the case of n x = n y , we need to complete the smaller one with a corresponding number of zeros so the length would be equal (n x = n y ). Last but not least, each element of the big number is marked by index (0 refers the LSB).
Algorithm 1 Big number addition
Require: positive integers x, y of n length with base b Ensure: w = x + y, where w = (w n , w n−1 , ...,
c ← 0 6:
w n ← c 10: end for 11: return w Algorithm 2 Big number subtraction Require: positive integers x, y of n length with base b, x ≥ y Ensure: w = x − y, where w = (w n , w n−1 ,...,w 0 )
w n ← c 10: end for 11: return w 2) Multiplication Function: Following algorithm 3 describes the ordinary method for big number multiplication w = x · y. There are many types of this algorithm, but we used for our purpose (limited device application) the simplest one. This algorithm describes multiplication of two numbers of base b: x with length n and y with length t.
Algorithm 3 Big number multiplication
Require: positive integers x of n length and y of t length, x, y of b base
end for 9:
w i+n+1 ← u 10: end for 11: return w 3) Divide Function: Division is the most demanding mathematical operation in case of microcontrollers. The algorithm 4 describes division q = x/y with remainder r and base b.
Algorithm 4 Big number division
Require: positive integers x = (x n , x n−1 ,...,x 0 ), y = (y t , y t−1 ,...,y 0 ) with b base, for n ≥ t ≥ 1 and y t = 0 Ensure: q = x/y and remainder r, where
q n−t ← q n−t + 1 and x ← x − yb n−t 6: end while 7:
if (x i = y t ) then 9:
end if 13:
end while 16:
end if 20: end for 21: r ← x 22: return (q, r) C. Modular Arithmetic Section 2.2 describes the elementary algebraic algorithms as addition, subtraction, multiplication and division with big numbers. Section 2.3 continues with describing more complex algorithms with big numbers, known as modular algebra for set Z m . For the elementary addition and subtraction, we can use algorithms 1 and 2 with adding the step of subtracting m with (x + y) = m and x = y. Further, we will describe in this section also more complex methods of modular algebra.
1) Basic Modular Multiplication:
The modular multiplication might be also derived from the previous algorithm 3 for elementary multiplication in algorithm 5. −1 , a 2n ,. ..,a 0 ) 2:
Algorithm 5 Basic modular multiplication for big numbers
A ← A − m 9: end if 10: return A 3) Montgomery Multiplication: Montgomery multiplication is bonded with Montgomery reduction. It is also necessary to choose the right R that we can use the binary shifting operations. Further, this algorithm is designed for cross-phase multiplication and reduction, which lead us to much better performance and memory usage. This algorithm needs two multiplication operations of big number multiplication and two 2n operations. These steps are repeated n-times. This algorithm needs 2n(n+1) simple (basic) multiplication operations. However, if the R is well chosen then all division operations can be exchanged by simple shifting, which gives us much of performance. Last but not least, thanks to the nature of the Montgomery multiplication, it is much more performance demanding than simple multiplication. The main advantages and performance speed are when we are using Montgomery multiplication over modulo (see Algorithm 7). 
Algorithm 7 Montgomery multiplication for big numbers
III. LIGHTWEIGHT OPENSSL STRUCTURES
On the side of the computational unit, the position notation from 3 is used for the big number representation. Further, our lightweight solution is derived from OpenSSL library [5] and algorithms described in Section 2. Significant part of the OpenSSL code was optimized and modified for better suitability for low-power microcontrollers: the data types were standardized, dynamical allocated variables were modified, memory management was changed to the more suitable form for low-power microcontrollers, error statements were added, hardware depended variables were excluded and more 1 . We keep the names of the variables, structured and functions same as in OpenSSL library for better clarity of the solution. Our structure for the big numbers is followed: Variable d is a pointer for the specific position in memory, where the big number is saved; the top is a position of MSB of the field d; and the dmax is a maximum field size of d. Further, the neg is a flag whether the number is negative and the f lags are other auxiliary flags. There are basic addition (BN add, #1) and subtraction function (BN sub, #2) described by algorithmus 1 and 2. Further, we implemented also simple multiplication (BN mul, #8) and division methods (BN mul, #7) solved by simple binary shifting and described by algorithm 3 and 4. However, we modified these function for their modular variant. For the modular operations were created BN mod function ensuring r = a (mod m) (#6): The comparison of these results is in Fig. 1 . The results clearly show growing requirements between 128 and 256 b. This growth is significant mostly for the mathematical operation of modular multiplication, function BN mod mul (more than 300 %). On the other hand, function BN mod sub shows fast computation and low requirements. This function is fast thanks to the fact that the result is smaller than the modulo (there is no division, with the division this function will be similar fast as BN mod add). Thanks to the binary shifting, the functions BN mod and BN div are also significantly faster than other functions. Function BN MONT CTX set (it is a supplementary function for multiplicative inversion modulo to module m) is most demanding operation. However, there are needs for this function only if we are using BN mod mul montgomery. Moreover, function BN mod mul montgomery is very fast, but we need to consider the calling of slow supplementary function BN MONT CTX set. This function is called always only once. Further, if we are using more than five multiplication then it is more efficient to use BN mod mul montgomery (125 b numbers) else it is faster to use simpler functions as BN mod mul. The whole library takes only 12/256 kB of memory.
The presented results show that the library is sufficiently small and leaves a significant part of the memory for communication protocols and other necessary functions. The speed of designed functions (algorithms) is sufficient mostly for 128 b. However, the growing length is directly proportional to the speed performance, which mostly impacts the multiplication functions. Fig. 2 shows our real implementation of different cryptographic primitives. We used our lightweight structure to implement random number generator, elliptic curve cryptography (ECDH) algorithms and symmetric cypher AES (AES-128) [6] . These implementations were implemented in one functional solution and used for securing the communication in the real application of part of Smart Grid network, where the limited devices are used. The design of introduced secure communication protocol was implemented into the GPRS communication unit MEg202.2 designed by company MEgA, plc. [7] . This device is using the TI ultra-low-power microcontroller MSP430F5438A. The secure protocol was also used in the Data Concentrator side. We verified our designed secure communication protocol in an real environment of CEZ Distribuce, a.s [8] . The communication chain is shown in Fig. 3 . The MEg40+ Universal energy meter was installed in the Noviny transformer station, Velky Grunov area, the Czech Republic. The Data Concentrator was located in Brno, the Czech Republic. The communication distance was approximately 240 km. Detailed description of the results and validation in [9] . VI. CONCLUSIONS This paper presents the fundamental basis for the most cryptographic applications. We introduce the real implementation of main cryptographic primitives, basic algebraic structures and mathematical functions used for big number operations. Further, the algorithmization of these functions was shown together with a clear explanation of its needs. These algorithms were also implemented in our complex lightweight library, which was based on the common knowledge and derived from OpenSSL functions. For the experimental validation of this library, we provide tests of main algebraic functions used for mathematical operations with big numbers. These results show a significant dependence on the size of the big number mostly for the multiplication operations.
V. FINAL VERIFICATION OF DESIGNED METHODS
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The main contribution of our implementation lies in the derivation of the OpenSSL function, which brings a possibility for dealing with big numbers on limited devices such as MSP430 microcontrollers. Moreover, the solution is based on the low-level functions, which provide an option for developers and scientist to build up their own cryptosystems (most of the current lightweight cryptographic libraries provide only the final cryptographic functions).
Last but not least, we show our robust implementation of several cryptographic primitives and algorithms together with our secure communication solution based on our big number lightweight library. This protocol together with the presented library was tested in the real environment (smart grid network) and shows the real usage and impact of our solution. Finally, the main topicality of this paper lies in the whole verified cryptographic chain, from the algebraic basis to the real application and verification.
